Block Chain Incorruptible Scalable and Adaptable Secure Vault

MySAFE©

Our One Page, which in fact are two!
This is a small introduction about ourselves, a sort of One Page Brief about
ICO, Token, Product and ourselves.

Introduction about Vortix MySafe product:
MySafe© or MySafe Vault © is the first out a minimum of 4 services a/o products that will coexist
within the same ecosystem where block chain will constitute an integral part of it, the best and simple
way to get familiar with the product and the service behind is to just spend a few minutes reading
this very simple presentation: https://vortix.io/what-is-mysafe-vault/ . As a short description we can
say it is an Incorruptible Vault for Valuable Encrypted Digital Documents or Files of any kind, stored,
protected, completely anonymous and confidentially secured under the Block Chain technology, with
different security layers and several specific functions, which allows to share, total or partial transfer,
untraceable, and unless for the one who is the holder of the key or keys, depending on the grade,
impossible to open, impossible to read, impossible to know its content, and fully scale-able up to the
possibility to read and burn or just burn. All events are produced and generated client based, through
an DAPP/APP interacting straight forward with the block chain and the back end supported farms. No
other interaction than those made by the client himself. Applied technology: Evolving solution, made
up of Solidity for Block Chain Interactions, SHA-512 two variants, series 2 on the front end. Encryption
proprietary protocol for protect, dilution, and recovery, tunnel technology for sending/receiving from
customer single app. Now use able in Mobile, Tab or Computer of any kind. Can also command IoT
devices, execute remote events with phase timing, etc.
Introduction about Vortix Ecosystem:
A multi-services and products platform where the Vortix Token Family shall be used to transact and
execute orders, events, contracts and much more, linking the block chain technology to the real world
and bypassing up to certain extent, over the current Internet browsing experience. Developed with
DAPP’s, Client API’s and Proprietary Back End software, plus all interacting on the block chain
(expected to be deployed on an independent proprietary but open and decentralized block chain, but
with all tokens converted at equal value given on Ethereum ecosystem). In there you will find services
and products like MySafe Vault, ThulePay, MegaBCMall, RetailINN (services and products names
may change), and other developments either made by us or from third parties or in a joint venture,
there will be place for Multi-billion Industries Exchanges and for retail exclusive but affordable shops
as well. Although may not be need it, it is our intention to offer tokens and produce ICO’s of all and
any of the services a/o products developments as way to share our technology and advances with our
community, allow buyers to profit of the expected revaluation on them, plus sharing through bonuses,
the profit into all and any of the services and products developed by us, and moreover with all those
connected to us in any way, those tokens will all be exchangeable in between and it is expected that
in the future, will also be exchangeable with other Tokens, or Coins. If we succeed in our goals, all our
tokens will become a single coin (not a token but a crypto currency) and all of the tokens from all
developments will be fully convertible into the crypto currency, which will run the ecosystem, by end
of 2019/middle of 2020 when transferring into our own block chain. Then all shall be integrated into
the:
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More information about project and ICO, read our White Paper >
https://vortix.io/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/WhitepaperVortix1.9.pdf

The Token:
We follow the most common standard to make it easier, that is, ERC20, on the beginning and at
launch, the first token of the family is named as VORTIX TOKEN USD (code VTX), has its value related
to USD currency, and is about to be issued in the maximum quantity of 200,000,000 ONLY.
Thereafter mint shall be stopped and no more tokens will be never issued. As far as goes the token
selling, it will be produced in equivalent amount to value sold.
120,000,000 VTX tokens are allocated to public through sale and also some others are reserved for
bounty campaigns, marketing and team developers, these last ones frozen for 2 years. *
The VTX (code of token) has both extrinsic value as all token as later will be in a way or another
exchangeable as all tokens can be (exception made those from failed projects) and we shall certainly
negotiate such possibility to our buyers, but also has intrinsic value as it is linked by a bonus to a 20%
equivalent of all benefits MySAFE Vault products will generate, payable per year basis and for next
10 years, plus will be used as purchase tool for different services and products, partially on the
beginning until reach the coin status where all can be settled with the coin. All Vortix Tokens shall be
converted to that coin at exchange value when the transition be in place.
Sale of Tokens: Has already started, PreSale is over now, with all offered tokens sold. Some are not
transferred yet at request of the buyers. On May 25 th, 2018, our first ICO starts and we are excited
about it, hoping to sell all of the available VTX Tokens that remains : 107,500,000 VTX. We also
reduced the minimum purchase to 100 VTX as a way to attract small buyers interest to our projects.
However, the big discounts are also over, with a maximum available discount now set at 20% for the
first ICO round, where 26,875,000 will be offered to public (same amount per round). Payment can be
made in ETHER (both to contract or from Exchanges like Coinbase or similar, please observe different
addresses for payments shall be given - DO NOT SEND FROM EXCHANGES DIRECTLY TO CONTRACT
AS YOU RISK TO LOOSE YOUR SENT COINS), BITCOIN, BITCOIN CASH and LITECOIN. ICO will
consist in 4 rounds at different prices, one every 15 days, and will end July 24, or earlier if all tokens
are sold out. If you like to buy tokens, you have to register here https://vortix.io/register/ and you
will be guided through the purchase process. At the moment you can register but will only be able to
buy VTX once ICO opens.
Our advice: Time to buy VTX tokens is… when you decide is the proper time, we always respect
your opinion and decision, and is only yours.
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Our Contact and Meeting Points:
Our website: https://vortix.io
Main email account: pr@vortix.io
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/VtxToken
Twitter - https://twitter.com/VortixS
Telegram - https://t.me/VortixICO
Bitcointalk Profile: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=1975308;sa=summary

A Word of Caution
*Important: There are other tokens on the Ethereum Ecosystem also with the code VTX, please be
aware and observe that our tokens are only available through our website https://vortix.io
Beware of Scams using our name!
Beware of Fake Admins and Fraudster!
We will never DM or PM in any way to you asking for your account or any personal details, like
passwords, or payments.
No one from Vortix team will send you a private message containing any contribution address or
offering any bonus. Please be aware for scammers who impersonate admins and send private
messages with fake ETH address.
Private placements from specific interested parties are handled by authorized persons and they have
unique accesses and keys, for all others who wish to buy VTX token with or without bonus please be
aware that this is only possible through our website only https://vortix.io and when purchase page is
open
Nothing else, thank you so much for taking the time of reading this document and whatever doubt you
have or question, do not hesitate to contact us through pr@vortix.io where we shall be happy to assist
or via our Telegram group ( https://t.me/VortixICO ) . And all news shall be published through any of
our social networks, plus our website blog.
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